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VOICE.

Allegretto.

PIANO.

I feel so very tired and so
As slowly up above the clouds are

Till Ready.

lonely,
And I really don't know what to do,
While

moving,
Just so the days, they softly glide along,

The
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everything that's sweet seems homely,
Smiles have left me, and I'm feeling
flowers seem to lose their beauty,
Birds all go to sleep and hush their

blue.
song.

Even to the winds they too are
When I see his face then I'll be

sighing,
happy,

I long to have my sweetheart here to
All sorrow and all care will pass a-

spoon;
way;

If happiness is on its way to
Till then each day will seem so dark and
Meet me, I only hope that it will greet me
Stormy, and Mister Moon each night his part will

Soon.

And way up in the sky, please.
The

Stars all spell good bye, Those words he said last night beneath this
don't shine there and tease, Just grant me one request and do not

Moon.

Stay.

"Oh,
CHORUS.

Drear-y moon, Oh la-zy, drow-sy moon! There is

some-thing 'bout you, seems To give one lone-ly dream,

please go a-way And send the sun I pray,

Hear me Dear-y, Oh Mis-ter wear-y, drear-y moon!" Oh moon!"
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This song has all the characteristics of success in its construction. The subject is one that cannot help but appeal to everyone and has been beautifully handled by the authors.

Published in Four Keys
A♭, C to Eb. B♭, D to F. C, E to G. D, F♯ to A.
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